
WRITING AN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT PAGE EXAMPLE

There are people worth mentioning in an acknowledgment sample, and this usually refers to those.

This is your chance to publicly thank the people who made your publishing dreams a reality! My supervisor
did nothing! She thanks her close family and then closes with a joke in line with the subject matter of the book
and a blanket acknowledgments to the untold masses who have encouraged her. Suggested Answers There is
no need to mention the specific family relationship. Finally, I wish to thank my parents for their support and
encouragement throughout my study. Example 2. Suggested Answers There is no need to mention the
relationship with the author. This section is about those people you are naming, not about you, so approach
this as you should your entire book: make it good for the people the are naming, who will read it. Here, people
mention who have helped them in their research journey either to complete an undergraduate degree, masters,
and of course, the long road to Ph. And also great appreciation to the crew at CAA: Cait Hoyt and Kate
Childs, you epitomize strong sisterhood and could take over the world if you wanted. From reading early
drafts to giving me advice on the cover to keeping the munchkins out of my hair so I could edit, she was as
important to this book getting done as I was. Careful thought needs to be given concerning those whose help
should be acknowledged and in what order. To Mr. Is this article helpful? You may acknowledge God in your
dissertation, but be sure to follow the convention and thank the members of academia, family and friends who
helped you. Be sincere. You may also see activity report templates. I wish to thank my boyfriend Jack for his
assistance with the statistics used in this report. This page is about you and about the people closest to you in
the making of your book. Variety Variety takes an acknowledgments page from good to great. There is no
need to refer to the particular time the assistance was given. This sounds too personal. A very special thanks to
Dustin Wells who brought me on as the lowest-paid employee at Headspring and then allowed me to rise
through the ranks to become president of the company. Special thanks to Ellie, the ever patient Publishing
Manager, and Meghan, my amazing Scribe, and Erin, the greatest cover designer I could ever imagine. It also
expresses appreciation and gratitude for the efforts. Download Common Acknowledgment Reports Things
come in different shapes and sizes, and that also includes acknowledgment reports. Sincerity means honestly
and deeply thanking the people who helped you mentioning the specific ways they helped, as noted above ,
and remembering the way that they sacrificed for you. Thanking the reader is rarely necessary or appreciated,
so save the space. Having an idea and turning it into a book is as hard as it sounds.


